Abstract-For any transmit, receive antenna ( ) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system in a quasi-static Rayleigh fading environment, it was shown by Elia et al. that linear space-time block code schemes (LSTBC schemes) that have the nonvanishing determinant (NVD) property are diversity-multiplexing gain tradeoff (DMT)-optimal for arbitrary values of if they have a code rate of complex dimensions per channel use. However, for asymmetric MIMO systems (where ), with the exception of a few LSTBC schemes, it is unknown whether general LSTBC schemes with NVD and a code rate of complex dimensions per channel use are DMT optimal. In this paper, an enhanced sufficient criterion for any STBC scheme to be DMT optimal is obtained, and using this criterion, it is established that any LSTBC scheme with NVD and a code rate of complex dimensions per channel use is DMT optimal. This result settles the DMT optimality of several well-known, low-ML-decoding-complexity LSTBC schemes for certain asymmetric MIMO systems.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

S
PACE-TIME coding (STC) [1] for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna systems has extensively been studied as a tool to exploit the diversity provided by the MIMO fading channel. MIMO systems have the capability of permitting reliable data transmission at higher rates compared to that provided by the single-input single-output antenna system. In particular, when the delay requirement of the system is less than the coherence time (the time frame during which the channel gains are constant and independent of the channel gains of other time frames) of the channel, Zheng and Tse showed in their seminal paper [2] that for the Rayleigh fading channel with STC, there exists a fundamental tradeoff between diversity gain and multiplexing gain (see Definitions 3 and 4, Section II), referred to as "diversity-multiplexing gain tradeoff" (DMT). The optimal DMT was also characterized with the assumption that the block length of the space-time block codes (STBC) of the scheme (see Definition 2, Section II, for a definition of "STBC scheme") is at least , where and are the number of transmit and receive antennas, respectively. The first explicit DMT-optimal STBC scheme was presented in [3] for two transmit antennas, and subsequently, in another landmark paper [4] , explicit DMT-optimal STBC schemes consisting of both square (minimal delay) and rectangular STBCs from cyclic division algebras (CDA) were presented for arbitrary values of and . In the same paper, a sufficient criterion for achieving DMT optimality was proposed for general STBC schemes. For a class of STBC schemes based on linear STBCs 1 (LSTBCs) which have a code rate (see Definition 6, Section IV, for a formal definition of "code rate," and Definition 7 for a definition of "LSTBC-scheme." Henceforth, in this paper, an LSTBC-scheme with code rate equal to complex dimensions per channel use is referred to as "rate-LSTBC-scheme") of complex dimensions per channel use, this criterion translates to the nonvanishing determinant property (see Definition 8, Section IV), a term first coined in [6] , being sufficient for DMT optimality. It was later shown in [7] that the DMT-optimal LSTBC schemes constructed in [4] are also approximately universal for arbitrary number of receive antennas. In the literature, there exist several other rate-LSTBC schemes with NVD-for example, see [8] - [10] , and references therein. It is to be noted that the sufficient criterion presented in [4] for DMT optimality holds only for rate-LSTBC schemes.
A few LSTBC schemes with code rate less than complex dimensions per channel use have been shown to be DMT optimal for certain asymmetric MIMO systems. The Alamouti code scheme [11] for the 2 1 system is known to be DMT optimal [2] , while diagonal rate-1 STBC schemes with NVD have been shown to be DMT optimal for arbitrary systems [7] . In [12] , the DMT optimality of a few rate-1 LSTBC schemes for certain multiple-input single-output (MISO) systems has been established, including that of the full-diversity quasi-orthogonal STBC scheme of Su and Xia [13] for the 4 1 system. For asymmetric MIMO systems with , the only known DMT-optimal, rate-LSTBC schemes are the rectangular LSTBC schemes of [14] , which exist for and . Whether every rate-LSTBC-scheme that is equipped with the nonvanishing determinant property is DMT optimal for an asymmetric MIMO system has been an open problem up to now.
A. Motivation for Our Results
It is natural to question the need for establishing the DMT optimality of rate-LSTBC schemes for asymmetric MIMO systems when there already exist DMT-optimal, rate-LSTBC schemes for arbitrary values of and . However, it is important to note that all the known results on DMT optimality of explicit LSTBC schemes are with regards to maximum likelihood (ML) decoding, and in the literature, barring a few notable exceptions (for example, [14] ), the issue of ML-decoding complexity is generally excluded from the discussion on DMT-optimal LSTBC schemes. There exist several low-ML-decoding complexity LSTBC schemes that have a code rate less than complex dimensions per channel use and are equipped with the NVD property. Examples of these for asymmetric MIMO systems are rate-LSTBC schemes that are based on fast-decodable LSTBCs [15] from CDA, LSTBC schemes from coordinate interleaved orthogonal designs [16] , and four-group decodable LSTBC schemes [17] - [20] . For these LSTBC schemes, the sufficient criterion provided in [4] for DMT optimality, which requires that LSTBCs have a code rate of complex dimensions per channel use irrespective of the number of receive antennas, is not applicable. Hence, there is a clear need for obtaining a new DMT-criterion that can take into account LSTBC schemes (with NVD) whose code rate is less than complex dimensions per channel use.
Further, for asymmetric MIMO systems, the standard sphere decoder [21] or its variations (see, for example, [22] , [23] , and references therein) cannot be used in entirety to decode-rateLSTBCs. For an MIMO system, the standard sphere decoder can be used to decode LSTBCs whose code rate is at most 2 complex dimensions per channel use. Recent results on fixed-complexity sphere decoders [25] , [26] are extremely promising from the point of view of low complexity decoding. In particular, it has been shown analytically in [26] that the fixed-complexity sphere decoder, although provides quasi-ML performance, helps achieve the same diversity order of ML decoding with a worst-case complexity of the order of , where is the number of possibilities for each complex symbol (or the size of the signal constellation employed when each symbol is encoded independently), and is the dimension of the search. On the other hand, an exhaustive ML search would incur a complexity of the order of . In the same paper, it has also been shown that the gap between quasi-ML performance and the actual ML performance approaches zero at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), independent of the constellation employed. In any case, it has been established in [27] that the exact ML-decoding complexity of the sphere decoder is lesser than that of other known ML-decoders at high SNR. This motivates one to seek DMT-optimal LSTBC schemes whose LSTBCs are entirely sphere decodable, i.e., have a code rate that is at most complex dimensions per channel use.
In this paper, we present a new criterion for DMT optimality of general STBC schemes using which we prove the DMT optimality of many low-ML-decoding-complexity LSTBC schemes [15] - [20] for asymmetric MIMO systems. Since the new criterion enables us to identify a larger class of DMT-optimal LSTBC schemes which was not possible using the DMT-criterion in [4] , we call our criterion an enhanced one.
B. Contributions and Paper Organization
The contributions of this paper are the following. 1) We present a new criterion for DMT optimality of general STBC schemes. This criterion enables us to encompass all rate-LSTBC schemes with NVD which was not possible using the DMT-criterion of [4] . 2) In the context of LSTBCs, we show that a code rate of complex dimensions per channel use is necessary for LSTBC schemes to be DMT optimal, and for asymmetric MIMO systems, we show that rate-LSTBC schemes are DMT optimal if they have the NVD property. 3) We show that some well-known low-ML-decoding-complexity LSTBC schemes (STBC schemes based on LSTBCs with low ML-decoding complexity) are DMT optimal for certain asymmetric MIMO systems (see Table I ). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II deals with the system model and relevant definitions, while Section III presents the main result of the paper-an enhanced sufficient criterion for DMT optimality of general STBC schemes. Section IV gives a brief introduction to linear STBCs along with a few relevant definitions, and provides a new criterion for DMT optimality of LSTBCs for asymmetric MIMO systems. A discussion on the DMT optimality of some well-known low-ML-decoding-complexity LSTBC schemes is presented in Section V. Concluding remarks constitute Section VI.
Notation
Throughout the paper, bold, lowercase letters are used to denote vectors, and bold, uppercase letters are used to denote matrices. For a complex matrix , its Hermitian transpose, transpose, trace, determinant, rank, and Frobenius norm are denoted by , , , , , and , respectively. The set of all real numbers, complex numbers, and integers are denoted by , , and , respectively. The real and the imaginary parts of a complex-valued vector are denoted by and , respectively. The cardinality of a set is denoted by , while denotes the Cartesian product of sets and , which means . The notation indicates that is a proper subset of . The sized identity matrix is denoted by , and denotes the null matrix of appropriate dimension.
For a complex number , its complex conjugate is denoted by , and the operator acting on is defined as
The operator can similarly be applied to any matrix by replacing each entry with , , resulting in a matrix denoted by . Given a complex vector , is defined as . It follows that for matrices 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an transmit antenna, receive antenna MIMO system ( system) with perfect channel-state information available at the receiver (CSIR) alone. The channel is assumed to be quasi-static with Rayleigh fading. The system model is (1) where is the received signal matrix, is the codeword matrix that is transmitted over a block of channel uses, and are, respectively, the channel matrix and the noise matrix with entries independently and identically distributed circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. The average SNR at each receive antenna is denoted by . Definition 1 (space-time block code): An STBC of blocklength for an transmit antenna MIMO system is a finite set of complex matrices of size .
Definition 2 (STBC scheme):
An STBC scheme is defined as a family of STBCs indexed by , each STBC of block length so that , where the STBC corresponds to an SNR of at each receive antenna. At an SNR of , the codeword matrices of are transmitted over the channel. Assuming that all the codeword matrices of are equally likely to be transmitted, we have (2) It follows that for the STBC scheme ,
The bit rate of transmission is bits per channel use. Henceforth, in this paper, a codeword is simply referred to as . Definition 3 (multiplexing gain): Let the bit rate of transmission of the STBC in bits per channel use be denoted by . Then, the multiplexing gain of the STBC scheme is defined [2] as Equivalently, where, for reliable communication, [2] . Definition 4 (diversity gain): Let the probability of codeword error of the STBC be denoted by . Then, the diversity gain of the STBC scheme corresponding to a multiplexing gain of is given by For an MIMO system, the maximum achievable diversity gain is . Definition 5 (optimal DMT curve [2] ): The optimal DMT curve that is achievable with STBC schemes for an MIMO system is a piecewise linear function connecting the points , , where
Theorem 3 in [4] , which provides a sufficient criterion for DMT optimality of an STBC scheme, is rephrased here with its statement consistent with the notation and terminology used in this paper.
Theorem 1 [4] : For a quasi-static MIMO channel with Rayleigh fading and perfect CSIR, an STBC scheme that satisfies (3) is DMT optimal for any value of if for all possible pairs of distinct codewords of , the difference matrix is such that,
Relying on Theorem 1, an explicit construction scheme was presented to obtain DMT-optimal LSTBC schemes whose LSTBCs are minimal delay ( ) and obtained from CDA. All these STBCs have a code rate of complex dimensions per channel use irrespective of the value of . However, Theorem 1 does not account for LSTBC schemes whose LSTBCs have code rate less than complex dimensions per channel use. In the following section, we present an enhanced DMT-criterion that brings within its scope all rate-LSTBC schemes with NVD.
III. MAIN RESULT
We present below the main result of our paper-an enhanced sufficient criterion for DMT optimality of general STBC schemes.
Theorem 2: For a quasi-static MIMO channel with Rayleigh fading and perfect CSIR, an STBC scheme that satisfies (3) is DMT optimal for any value of if for all possible pairs of distinct codewords of , the difference matrix is such that
Remark 1: Notice that compared to the criterion given by (5), our criterion given by (6) places less demand on the determinants of codeword difference matrices of the STBCs that the STBC scheme comprises of. This enables one to widen the class of DMT-optimal LSTBC schemes, and for this reason, we call our criterion an "enhanced criterion" compared to that given by (5) .
Proof of Theorem 2:
To prove the theorem, we first show that the STBC scheme is DMT optimal when each codeword difference matrix of satisfies (7) and then conclude the proof taking aid of Theorem 1. Toward this end, we assume without loss of generality that the codeword of is transmitted. It is also assumed that , which is a prerequisite for achieving a diversity gain of when the bit rate of the STBC scheme is constant with (a special case of the condition). Let , where , are the remaining codewords of . It is to be noted that the bit rate of transmission is bits per channels use, and so, , with
. Considering the channel model given by (1) with ML decoding employed at the receiver, the probability that is wrongly decoded to for a particular channel matrix is given by So, the probability that is wrongly decoded conditioned on is upper bounded as (10) The probability of codeword error averaged over all channel realizations is given by where throughout this paper, denotes the probability density function. Let and consider the set of channel realizations defined in (8) at the bottom of the page. Now, (11) where denotes "probability of," and . is the well-known probability of outage 3 [2] , and is the probability of codeword error given that the channel is in outage.
and have been derived [2] to be
where is given in Definition 5. So, the DMT curve of an STBC scheme is determined completely by , which is the probability that there is a codeword error and the channel is not in outage. To obtain an upper bound on , we proceed as follows. Note that is a positivedefinite matrix. Denoting the rows of by , , we have which is due to Hadamard's inequality which states that the determinant of a positive-definite matrix is less than or equal to the product of its diagonal entries. We define the set of channel realizations as shown in (9) at the bottom of the page. Clearly, , and hence,
Hence, using (14) in (11), we have (15) 3 In the literature, " " is often used instead of " " in (8) to define the outage probability. However, for either definition, (12) holds true.
We now need to evaluate . Denoting the entries of by , , , we observe that (16) with (16) following from the concavity of and Jensen's inequality.
We now define two disjoint sets of channel realizations and as shown in (17) and (18) at the bottom of the next page. Clearly, is the disjoint union of and . Therefore, (22) In Appendix A, it is shown that (23) So, we are now left with the evaluation of , which is done as follows:
(24) (25) where (24) is obtained using (10) , and , obtained upon singular value decomposition (SVD), with , , . In (25), , and is defined in (19) at the bottom of the next page. Denoting the (8) (9) entries of by , we define the set as shown in (20) at the bottom of the page. In Appendix B, it is shown that almost surely as . As a result, in the high-SNR scenario, (25) becomes (26) Now, we evaluate each of the summands of (26) . Let
Our goal is to find the high-SNR behavior of . To do so, we proceed as follows. Let where is defined in (21) at the bottom of the page with . It can be noted that for , Therefore, by letting go arbitrarily close to 0, can be made arbitrarily close to . So,
where " " denotes that tends to 0 through positive values. In Appendix C, it is shown that , Hence, using (27),
The interpretation of (28) is that experiences an exponential fall with increasing , unlike a polynomial decay that, for example, given by (23) experiences. Using (28) in (26), we have (29) which is because is polynomial in (since ) but all the experience an exponential fall with increasing (so that they are exponentially equal to ). Now, using (23) and (29) in (22), we obtain (30) Using (12), (13), and (30) in (15), we arrive at where is given in Definition 5. This proves the DMT optimality of the STBC scheme when (7) is satisfied. Now, combining this obtained result with that of Theorem 1, we see that an STBC scheme is DMT optimal if for each codeword difference matrix ,
This completes the proof of the theorem. Note 1: Theorem 1 can also be proved using the steps of the proof of Theorem 2. To do so, we need to redefine given by (8) The implication of Theorem 2 is that for asymmetric MIMO systems, the requirement demanded by Theorem 1 on the minimum of the determinants of the codeword difference matrices of STBCs that the STBC scheme consists of is relaxed. In the following section, we show the usefulness of Theorem 2 in the context of LSTBCs for asymmetric MIMO systems.
IV. DMT-OPTIMALITY CRITERION FOR LSTBC SCHEMES
In its most general form, an LSTBC is given by (31) where , and , are called weight matrices [16] associated with the real information symbols and , respectively. In the case of most known LSTBCs, either all the real symbols , , respectively, take values independently from the same signal set , in which case or each symbol pair jointly takes values from a real constellation (the same can be viewed as each complex symbol , , taking values from a complex constellation that is subset of ), independent of other symbol pairs, in which case For the LSTBC given by (31), the system model given by (1) can be rewritten as (32) where is called the generator matrix of the STBC, and , both defined as
with .
Definition 6 (code rate of an LSTBC):
The code rate 4 of the LSTBC defined in (31) is where "dpcu" stands for "dimensions per channel use," and is the generator matrix of . If , is called a rate-STBC, meaning it has a code rate of complex dpcu. 4 In the literature, "code rate" is referred to simply as "rate." In this paper, to avoid confusion with the bit rate which is bits per channel use, we have opted to use the term "code rate."
A necessary condition for an LSTBC given by (31) to be sphere decodable [21] is that the constellation should be a finite subset of a -dimensional real lattice with each of the real symbols independently taking possible values. Further, if , all the symbols of the STBC can be entirely decoded using the standard sphere-decoder [21] or its variations [22] , [23] . However, when , for each of the possibilities for any real symbols, the remaining real symbols can be evaluated using the sphere decoder. Hence, the ML-complexity of the rate-STBC in such a scenario is approximately times the sphere-decoding complexity of a rate-STBC.
Definition 7 (LSTBC-scheme):
A rate-LSTBC-scheme is defined as a family of rateLSTBCs (indexed by ) of block length so that , where the STBC corresponds to an SNR of at each receive antenna.
For an LSTBC of the form given by (31) with the -dimensional real constellation denoted by , from (3), we have that for each codeword matrix , , where and are as defined in (33) and (34) , and encodes its real symbols using PAM, to have the nonvanishing determinant property is that the design is such that for any nonzero matrix of , where is some strictly positive constant bounded away from zero. Remark 2: Any LSTBC is completely specified by a set of weight matrices [equivalently, its generator matrix, defined in (33)] and a -dimensional real constellation that its real symbol vector takes values from, as evident from (31) . However, for an LSTBC, the set of weight matrices (equivalently, its generator matrix) and the -dimensional constellation need not be unique. As an example, consider the perfect code for three transmit antennas, which encodes nine independent complex symbols, and can be expressed as where is an -HEX constellation given by
We can equivalently express as where , , .
In general, any LSTBC with a generator matrix and a -dimensional constellation that is a subset of a -dimensional real lattice can be alternatively viewed to have as its generator matrix and a -dimensional constellation that is a subset of , where is the generator matrix of .
In the following lemma, we prove that for an LSTBC-scheme to be DMT optimal, the code rate of its LSTBCs has to be at least equal to complex dpcu. Lemma 1: A rate-LSTBC-scheme with is not DMT optimal.
Proof: With the system model given by (32) , from (2), we have . Hence, , where . Since is fixed for an LSTBC, we assume that for some finite positive constant with the overall constraint being satisfied. Now, the ergodic capacity [36] of the equivalent channel is given by [5] where , and capacity is achieved if is jointly Gaussian with zero mean and a covariance matrix that satisfies . Now, is positive semidefinite 5 (39) where (37) is due to the identity , (38) is due to Jensen's inequality and the fact that is concave [37, Th. 7.6.7] on the convex set of positive-definite matrices, and (39) is obtained upon the SVD of , resulting 5 Since is symmetric and positive semidefinite with , each eigenvalue of is at most equal to . With , where is an orthonormal matrix and is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries being the eigenvalues of , it is clear that is positive semidefinite.
in
. Let (since the code rate of the LSTBC is complex dpcu), and denoting the nonzero diagonal entries of by , , we have (41) Equation (41) reveals that as , . Since the ergodic capacity itself is at most , if , the error probability of the LSTBC-scheme is bounded away from 0 when . Hence, the diversity gain of the LSTBC-scheme is not given by (4), making the LSTBC-scheme strictly suboptimal with respect to DMT.
So, for DMT optimality, the LSTBCs of the LSTBC-scheme should have a code rate of at least complex dpcu. Now, we give a sufficiency criterion for an LSTBC-scheme to be DMT optimal.
Corollary 1: Let the LSTBCs of an LSTBC-scheme be given by , with
, and where , , . Then, is DMT optimal for the quasi-static Rayleigh faded MIMO channel with CSIR if it has the nonvanishing determinant property.
The proof follows from the application of Theorem 2. Notice the difference between the result of Corollary 1 and that of Theorem 3 in [4] . The latter result relies on STBC schemes that are based on rate-LSTBCs, irrespective of the value of , while our result only requires that the code rate of the LSTBC be complex dpcu which, together with NVD, guarantees DMT optimality of the LSTBC-scheme. The usefulness of our result for asymmetric MIMO systems is discussed in the following section.
V. DMT-OPTIMAL LSTBC SCHEMES FOR ASYMMETRIC MIMO SYSTEMS
Rate-LSTBC schemes having the NVD property are known to be DMT optimal for arbitrary number of receive antennas. The methods to construct LSTBCs of such schemes for arbitrary values of with minimal delay ( ) have been proposed in [4] and [10] , and such constructions with additional properties have also been proposed for specific number of transmit antennas-the perfect codes for two, three, four, and six transmit antennas [9] . For the case , Corollary 1 establishes that a rate-LSTBC-scheme with the NVD property achieves the optimal DMT and such LSTBC schemes can make use of the sphere decoder efficiently. For asymmetric MIMO systems, rate-LSTBC schemes with the NVD property can be obtained directly from rate-LSTBC schemes with the NVD property, as shown in the following corollary. The proof is a trivial application of Corollary 1 and the fact that also has the NVD property. As an example, consider the Golden code scheme [6] , where , , ,
. It is known that is DMT optimal for arbitrary values of . So, from Corollary 2, the LSTBC-scheme , where with , , , , is DMT optimal for the 2 1 MIMO system. Note 2: The described method of obtaining a rate-LSTBC from a rate-LSTBC ( ) is called puncturing [20] .
A. Schemes Based on CIOD for the 2 1 and 4 1 MIMO Systems
The STBC from CIOD [16] for four transmit antennas, denoted by and given by (40) at the bottom of the next page, is a rate-1 LSTBC with symbol-by-symbol ML-decodability.
has a minimum determinant of 10.24 when its symbols , take values from a radian rotated -QAM constellation, irrespective of the value of . Expressing (40) as (43) where , , . we note that (43) can be alternatively written as where , , and
Since has a minimum determinant of 10.24 independent of the value of , any nonzero matrix of is such that Hence, the CIOD-based STBC scheme has the NVD property and is DMT optimal for the 4 1 MIMO system. Using the same analysis, one can show that the STBC scheme based on the CIOD for two transmit antennas is DMT optimal for the 2 1 MIMO system.
B. Four-Group Decodable STBC Schemes for MIMO Systems
For the special case of being a power of 2, rate-1, 4-group decodable STBCS have been extensively studied in the literature [17] - [20] . For all these STBCs, the real symbols taking values from PAM constellations can be separated into four equal groups such that the symbols of each group can be decoded independently of the symbols of all the other groups. For all these STBCs, the minimum determinant, irrespective of the size of the signal constellation, is given by [20] where is the minimum product distance in real dimensions, which has been shown to be a constant bounded away from 0 in [38] . Hence, from Corollary 1, LSTBC schemes consisting of these four-group decodable STBCs are DMT optimal for MIMO systems with being a power of 2.
C. Fast-Decodable STBCs
In [20] , a rate-2, LSTBC was constructed for the 4 2 MIMO system, and in [39] , the LSTBC-scheme based on this code is Fig. 1 . DMT curve for the QOSTBC-scheme, the CIOD-STBC scheme and the perfect code scheme [9] for the 4 1 MIMO system.
shown to have the NVD property when QAM is used. An interesting property of this LSTBC is that it allows fast decoding, meaning which, for the ML decoding of the 16 real symbols (or eight complex symbols) of the STBC using a sphere decoder, it suffices to use a nine real-dimensional sphere decoder instead of a 16 real-dimensional one. Since the LSTBC-scheme based on this fast-decodable STBC has the nonvanishing determinant property, it is DMT optimal for the 4 2 MIMO system.
Several rate-, fast-decodable STBCs have been constructed in [15] for various asymmetric MIMO configurationsfor example, for 4 2, 6 2, 6 3, 8 2, 8 3, 8 4 MIMO systems. For an asymmetric MIMO system, these STBCs transmit a total of complex symbols in channel uses, and with regard to ML decoding, only an complex-dimensional sphere decoder is required as against an complex-dimensional sphere decoder required for decoding general rate-LSTBCs. These STBCs are constructed from division algebra and the STBC schemes based on these STBCs have the NVD property [15] . Hence, for an asymmetric MIMO system, LSTBC schemes consisting of these rate-fast-decodable STBCs are DMT optimal. Table I lists some known LSTBC schemes that are now proven to be DMT optimal using the sufficient criterion proposed in this paper.
The DMT curves for some well-known DMT-optimal LSTBC schemes are shown in Figs. 1-4 . In all the figures, the perfect code scheme refers to the LSTBC-scheme that is based on rate-perfect codes [9] , [10] , and this scheme is known to be DMT optimal for arbitrary number of receive antennas [4] . The DMT-curves of the LSTBC schemes that are based on rate-LSTBCs coincide with that of the rate-perfect code scheme.
(40) Fig. 2 . DMT curve for rate-1, four-group decodable STBC schemes [17] and the perfect code scheme [10] for an MIMO system, .
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have presented an enhanced sufficient criterion for DMT optimality of STBC schemes using which we have established the DMT optimality of several low-ML-decoding-complexity LSTBC schemes for certain asymmetric MIMO systems. However, obtaining a necessary and sufficient condition for DMT optimality of STBC schemes is still an open problem. Further, obtaining low-ML-decoding-complexity STBC schemes with NVD for arbitrary number of transmit antennas is another possible direction of research. Fig. 3 . DMT curve for the fast-decodable LSTBC schemes [15] , [35] , and the perfect code scheme [9] for the 4 2 MIMO system. Fig. 4 . DMT curve for the fast-decodable LSTBC-scheme [15] and the perfect code scheme [10] for the 6 3 MIMO system.
APPENDIX
where and where denotes "the largest element of." Note that in (46), the integrand is exponentially decaying with when any one of the is negative, unlike a polynomial decay when all the are nonnegative. Hence, using the concept developed in [2] 
where (57) 
